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Abstract 
Driven by the rapid rise of silicon-photonics, optical signalling is moving from 
the realm of long-distance communications to chip-chip and even on-chip 
domains. If on-chip signalling becomes optical, an obvious question to ask is 
whether we can do more than simply communicate with light. Can we, for 
example, store and process information directly in the optical domain? Can we 
supplement, or even surpass, the performance of electronic processors by 
exploiting the ultra-high bandwidth and wavelength division multiplexing 
capabilities offered by optics?  In this article we show how, by using an integrated 
photonics platform that embeds chalcogenide phase-change materials into 
standard silicon photonics circuits, we might answer ‘yes’ to such questions. 
Specifically, we show that a phase-change integrated photonics platform can 
deliver binary and multilevel memory, arithmetic and logic processing, as well as 
synaptic and neuronal mimics for use in neuromorphic, or brain-like, computing - 
all working directly in the optical domain. 
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Introduction 
Optical fibers have, for several decades, carried most of our long-distance 
communications. This is because optical signaling combines ultra-high 
bandwidths, low losses and high energy efficiencies, to deliver an overall 
performance (for signal transmission) far superior to that available in the 
electrical domain. Short-haul optical signaling, especially for rack-to-rack 
connections in data centers, is also now commonplace. The next obvious step is to 
move to inter-chip, and even intra-chip, optical signaling. This could alleviate the 
bandwidth and power density limitations that currently act as bottlenecks to the 
performance of traditional semiconductor processing systems. This migration of 
optical signaling, from long-haul to on-chip applications, has benefited from rapid 
recent progress in silicon photonics that now offers a wide range of CMOS 
compatible integrated photonic components, including sources, detectors, 
modulators, switches, couplers etc.1 Indeed, a single-chip processor that 
communicates directly with light has already been demonstrated2. 
If inter-chip and intra-chip signaling is likely to be light-based, it is 
pertinent to ask whether we should aim to carry out processing tasks, such as 
memory, arithmetic and logic, directly in the optical domain. Indeed, one might 
imagine the goal of realizing integrated photonic processors and memories that 
supplement, or in some applications replace, electronic implementations. How 
realistic is such a goal? One possible approach, that we discuss here, is by 
combining phase-change materials with standard silicon photonic devices and 
circuits. By this method it is possible to deliver photonic devices for non-volatile 
binary and multilevel memory, for arithmetic and logic processing, and for 
neuronal and synaptic hardware mimics. Moreover, these devices can be readily 
combined into larger-scale systems to provide, for example, all-optical non-von 
Neumann arithmetic and brain-like (neuromorphic) computing. 
 
Device and system concepts 
Binary and multilevel memory 
Probably the simplest integrated phase-change photonic device is that for 
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the provision of memory. While previous promising approaches to the realization 
of integrated photonic memories have been reported3-5, such devices were 
essentially inherently volatile. However, by combining chalcogenide phase-
change materials with integrated photonics, we can achieve truly non-volatile 
storage, with stored states persevering for years, if not decades6. 
A schematic of the simplest integrated phase-change photonic memory 
device7,8 is given in Figure 1a. Here, a small (micrometer or sub-micrometer 
sized) cell of phase-change material, here Ge2Sb2Te5 (or GST) is deposited on top 
of a rib-type silicon (or silicon nitride) waveguide (a suitable encapsulation layer, 
ITO in Figure 1b, is also used to protect the phase-change material from 
oxidation). Since the refractive index of the amorphous and crystalline states of 
GST are very different9-13 at the wavelengths (~ 1550 nm) used for silicon 
photonics, the waveguide’s effective refractive index (see Figure 1b), and thus its 
optical attenuation, depends on the phase-state of the GST cell. This difference in 
optical attenuation forms the basis of the memory’s read process; here a (low 
power) light pulse is sent along the waveguide and is attenuated to a greater or 
lesser degree, depending on whether the GST cell is crystalline or amorphous7,8. 
To switch the cell between states, i.e. to write and erase the cell, higher power 
light pulses are sent along the waveguide and, via optical coupling (Figure 1b), 
the GST cell is heated to the requisite temperatures for amorphization and 
crystallization, so realizing binary memory (Figure 1c).  A pulsing scheme that is 
particularly efficacious for writing and erasing is shown in (the inset of) Figure 1d 
(and in Figure 1a). Here a rectangular (relatively) high power pulse is used to 
write an amorphous mark in the (previously fully crystalline) cell, while a double-
step (dual-power) pulse is used to re-crystallize (erase) the cell. By controlling the 
amplitude and/or duration of the lower power section of the double-step pulse, the 
fraction of re-crystallized material can be closely controlled, leading to the 
realization of multilevel states (see Figure 1d)14. 
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Figure 1. Integrated phase-change photonic device for binary and multilevel memory. (a) 
Schematic of device configuration. (b) Waveguide cross-section with simulated TE 
optical mode showing difference in coupling to (top) an amorphous and (bottom) a 
crystalline GST cell. (c) Repeated switching between crystalline and amorphous states, 
for binary memory operation. (d) Realization of multilevel states using a dual-step pulse 
approach (here 34 distinguishable states are achieved). [(b) and (c) adapted with 
permission from ref. 8; (c) from ref. 14]. 
 In addition to using straight waveguides for the realization of memory, it 
also possible to use microring resonator structures, which are commonly used for 
photonics filters, modulators, switches and wavelength division multiplexing 
(WDM) applications1,7,8,12. For example, in Figure 2a we show a schematic of a 
WDM-enabled memory device (and in Figure 2b a fabricated device) in which 
three different wavelengths (here represented by red, green and blue, but in reality 
differing by less than 1 nm around 1550 nm) are selectively coupled to three 
microring resonators, each of which has its own integrated phase-change cell. In 
this arrangement, WDM can be used to selectively write, erase and read to each 
individual resonator, as shown experimentally in Figure 2c8. 
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Figure 2. WDM-enabled all-optical memory. (a) Schematic of a WDM-enabled memory 
device. (b) Actual fabricated device of the type shown in (a). (c) Readout pulses from the 
device shown in (b), as the GST cell in each microring is selectively written and erased. 
[(b) and (c) adapted with permission from ref. 8]. 
Arithmetic processing 
The ability to access multilevel states in the phase-change photonic cell 
means that we can do much more than simply store data. We can also carry out 
arithmetic processing, i.e. we can add, multiply, subtract and divide numbers. An 
example is shown in Figure 3a, here using a straight rib waveguide (of the kind 
shown in Figure 1a) to carry out the direct base-10 addition of 6 + 6. Initially, the 
phase-change cell is in the amorphous phase, which represents the number zero. 
Access to the multilevel states is obtained, in this case, by applying a sequence of 
(groups of) identical excitation pulses, each of which sets the cell to a pre-
determined crystal fraction (so to a pre-determined waveguide transmission). For 
base-10 operation, the power and duration of the pulses is chosen such that it 
requires 10 (groups of) of them to fully re-crystallize the cell from its starting 
amorphous state15. Thus, to carry out addition of 6 + 6, six (groups of) pulses are 
sent into the waveguide, which sets the phase-change cell to level six. Then, the 
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second summand is added by sending in six more (groups of) pulses. When 
reaching the tenth level, the cell is reset to level zero, before the rest of the input 
sequence is applied. To register the carry-over of 10, a second phase-change cell 
is used to represent the ‘tens’, and this second cell is set to level 1 during the 
resetting (to zero) of the first cell. Thus, at the end of the calculation, the first cell 
representing the ‘ones’ is at level 2, while the second cell will be at level 1, 
revealing the expected answer of 12. The whole process can be thought of in 
terms of an analogy with an abacus15, as also shown in Figure 3a. 
The addition process above can also be used to implement multiplication 
(by successive addition), subtraction (by using the numbers complement approach 
to convert to addition) and division (successive subtraction). Moreover, by using 
multiple cells, with each cell representing successive powers of the base, we can 
easily represent very large or very small numbers. An important point to note also 
is that the result of the calculation is stored in the self-same device that carried out 
said calculation: processing and memory functions are thus merged, removing the 
well-known von Neumann bottleneck that plagues conventional computers.  
  Another arithmetic process that phase-change photonic devices are 
particularly well-suited to carrying out is that of matrix-vector multiplication. 
Matrix-vector (MV) multiplication is a key operation underpinning much of 
modern ‘data science’, from image processing to machine learning, data analytics 
etc. At the heart of MV operations is the scalar multiplication, c = a × b. Rather 
than carrying out this multiplication using sequential addition as described in 
previous paragraphs, we can instead perform the multiplication directly using a 
single phase-change cell. We do this by coding the multiplier, a, into the 
transmission state of the cell (i.e. by setting the cell to a particular multilevel 
state) while the multiplicand, b, is coded into the (optical) power, Pin, of the 
readout pulse. The result of the multiplication, c, is thus calculated directly and 
appears as the power, Pout, of the readout signal (see Figure 3b)
16. By using 
multiple cells and appropriate integrated photonic circuitry, it is relatively 
straightforward to extend this approach to deliver direct MV multiplication. 
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Figure 3. Arithmetic processing. (a) Direct addition of two base-10 numbers 
(using two photonic phase-change cells)15 in a system analogous to the abacus. (b) 
Direct multiplication using a (left) single photonic phase-change and (right) 
extension to matrix-vector multiplication using multiple cells. (c) Experimental 
implementation of a [2×1] × [1×2] MV multiplier. [(a) adapted with permission 
from ref. 15; (b) and (c) from ref. 16]. 
An experimental implementation of the multiplication of a [2×1] matrix 
by a [1×2] vector is shown in Figure 3b. Scaling-up to larger MV operations is 
eminently possible, with suitable architectures. A major advantage of the use 
phase-change cells to store the matrix elements is that in applications where the 
same matrix elements are repeatedly used (e.g. in convolution-based processing), 
the programming of the matrix values needs to be done only once (since the cells 
are non-volatile), and thereafter the MV multiplication can be carried out 
extremely quickly indeed (using short, WDM optical pulses) and with very little 
energy budget. It should also be noted that the multilevel states of integrated 
photonic memories do not seem to suffer16 from level drift that adversely affects 
electronic phase-change memories17, 18. 
Since we can carry out arithmetic using phase-change photonic devices, 
we can also carry out logic. Further details can be found in the literature19. 
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Neuromorphic processing 
 As a final example of the potential of integrated phase-change photonics, 
we point out its ability to provide all-optical hardware mimics of brain synapses 
and neurons. A synapse can be thought of as providing a simple weighting 
operation between neurons. Thus, synaptic functionality can readily be provided 
by the straight rib waveguide device described above for use as a multilevel 
memory20 (with the multilevel state mapped directly to the synaptic weight). At 
the system level, the outputs from multiple synapses can be combined (added) and 
input to a neuron using standard WDM techniques (see Figure 4).  
 To mimic the operation of a neuron, we can use a microring resonator with 
its own integrated phase-change cell that can be switched by the incoming 
combined pulses from all its synaptic connections21,22. Switching the neuronal cell 
in turn changes the optical resonance condition of the microring. Thus, in the 
scheme shown in Figure 4 (taken from Feldmann et al.22), when the neuronal cell 
is in the crystalline state, a probe pulse sent along the microring’s ‘output’ 
waveguide couples strongly into the ring resonator and so no output pulse 
(neuronal spike) will be observed. However, if the instantaneous combined power 
of the pulses from all the synapses connected to the neuron is high enough to 
switch the neuronal cell to its amorphous state, the probe pulse is no longer on 
resonance with the microring and will be transmitted past the ring (i.e. the light 
pulse will mostly continue along the coupling ‘output’ waveguide), generating the 
neuron’s output spike. Thus, the system naturally emulates the basic integrate-
and-fire functionality of a biological neuron. 
 Combinations of synaptic and neuronal mimics of the type described 
above (see Figure 4b) have already been used to carry out the archetypal AI task 
of pattern recognition using both supervised and un-supervised learning22.  
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Figure 4. All-optical neuromorphic systems. (a) Schematic of the all-optical 
neuromorphic system implemented by Feldmann et al.22 (top) and schematics of 
the constituent components (bottom) including (left to right) the synapses, 
multiplexer for summing outputs from all synapses and the phase-change (PCM) 
cell and microring resonator used to implement the neuron mimic. (b) A 
fabricated neuromorphic device, here with 4 synapses and a single neuron22. [(a) 
and (b) adapted with permission from ref. 22]. 
Summary and outlook 
 Integrated phase-change photonic devices and systems can clearly provide 
a wide range of all-optical memory and computing functionality. An advantage of 
using (chalcogenide) phase-change materials is their non-volatility. Written states 
are very stable (e.g. electronic phase-change memories have typical lifetimes of 
10 years6 at 800C), system power only being required when a state is changed (or 
read, but readout powers are low). The energy required for switching current 
phase-change photonic devices ranges from 50 pJ to a few nJ, depending on 
device architecture and size8,14,23,24. Methods by which switching energies could 
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be reduced are thus of much interest, with possible approaches already under 
development, such as via photonic crystal25 or plasmonic waveguides26. By such 
means, and with the aid of further optimization, switching energies in the sub-pJ 
range should be feasible (switching energies of 0.1 pJ have already been achieved 
in electronic phase-change memories, with the potential for 20 aJ estimated27). 
Another area for potential improvement is switching speed. In many examples 
given in this article, excitation pulses were tens or hundreds of nanoseconds, 
though switching with (groups of) picosecond pulses has also been 
demonstrated15. The main limitations to speed are the finite crystallization time of 
phase-change materials, and the thermal time constant of the cell. Reducing the 
active volume of phase-change material is one way to improve on both these 
fronts. Tailoring of the excitation pulse, to ensure crystallization always occurs at 
the maximum rate, is another route to speed improvements28. A viable target in 
terms of minimum crystallization time is 0.5 ns (already achieved in both 
electronic28 and optical29 switching experiments), leading to GHz operation 
speeds. While GHz speeds are already achieved in electronics, a very significant 
advantage of optical processing is the ability to carry out many operations 
simultaneously using WDM techniques (as for example in the matrix-vector 
multiplication and neuromorphic processing examples above). Thus, operations 
that take many clock cycles in an electronic system could be carried out in the 
equivalent of a single clock cycle in the optical domain. Finally, we should 
mention the endurance of the phase-switching process, i.e. the number of times a 
cell may be switched between states. Electronic phase-change memories have 
demonstrated endurance potentially exceeding 1015 cycles30, but higher figures 
may be needed for ultra-fast processing applications. Routes to this are most 
likely to come via materials development, perhaps by the so-called monatomic 
phase-change materials recently reported31.  
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